
Transaction Cost Model
1 Model Framework

Trade Informatics uses an internally-developed Transaction Cost Model (TCM) for a variety of
purposes. This summary focuses on the pre-trade forecast, and several other aspects of the model.

TCM utilizes a dynamic and structural approach that takes into account historical market be-
haviors, recent market conditions, and individual trader preferences. Key considerations include the
following:

• Variations in security-specific statistics such as intraday volume, bid-ask spread, and volatility

• Permanent and temporary price impacts, in which buy and sell orders are treated differently

• Differences between auction and dealer markets

• Choice of execution strategy among

– Time-Weighted Average Price (TWAP)

– Volume-Weighted Average Price (VWAP)

– Participation Rate (PR)

– Implementation Shortfall (IS)

2 Inputs

No single trading strategy is optimal for every situation or trader preference. Some models pri-
oritize simplicity and set trading strategy as a dependent variable. Such an approach presents the
optimal trading strategy as determined by the model, which confines the trader to purely data-based
conclusions.

Table 1: Required TCM inputs

Input Description Trading Strategies

Stock ID Must be given in Bloomberg format and include the country
code. All

Currency Currency associated with Stock ID. All
Order Size Number of shares of given security to be bought or sold. All

Order Side Indicates whether scheduled executions will be buying or
selling given security. All

Start Time
Desired beginning of your trading horizon. Entries must be in
the time zone of the chosen security’s exchange, and may be at
any time during continuous trading hours.

All

End Time

Desired closing of your trading horizon. Entries must be in the
time zone of the chosen security’s exchange, and may be at
any time during continuous trading hours. Multi-day orders
are permitted.

TWAP
VWAP

Target Participation Fixed percentage of market volume that trading schedule will
target based on recent volume profile data for specific security. PR

Risk Aversion
Coefficient between 1 and 5, where 1 represents trading
aggressively to reduce variance of cost while 5 represents
trading patiently to reduce expected costs.

IS



Based on our belief that optimal trading is a product of both trader discretion and statistical pre-
dictions, TCM allows users to select a desired execution strategy. This enables the trader to compare
cost estimates across different strategies, thus providing the trader a greater amount of information
than more restrictive models as well as increased freedom to determine the optimal trading method.

3 Trading Strategies
The strategies within TCM use recent data to create a static execution schedule prior to the trading

horizon in which the executions will take place. This means that once a pre-trade forecast is run, the
trading schedule will not change during the trading horizon. A brief description of each strategy,
along with their required inputs, is given in Table 2.

Table 2: The trading strategies available for pre-trade forecast in TCM.

Trading Strategy Description Required Inputs

Time-Weighted
Average Price
(TWAP)

Splits the order executions evenly into each 30 minute bin
inside the trading horizon. A long trading horizon accepts
higher risk due to possible price moves, but significantly
reduces expected costs. A short trading horizon will reverse
the situation.

Stock ID
Currency

Order Size
Order Side
Start Time
End Time

Volume-Weighted
Average Price
(VWAP)

Seeks to minimize price impacts by closely following the
volume profile. Volume profile data from the past four months
is used to form the schedule. Similar to TWAP, long trading
horizons produce low expected cost but high risk, while short
trading horizons result in high expected cost with low risk.

Stock ID
Currency

Order Size
Order Side
Start Time
End Time

Participation Rate
(PR)

Very similar to VWAP in that it cuts costs by creating a
schedule to trade at a constant percent of market volume.
While it does not have a user-defined end time, it is the most
stable strategy for minimizing price impact.

Stock ID
Currency

Order Size
Order Side
Start Time

Target Participation

Implementation
Shortfall
(IS)

Produces a schedule with a high volume of executions in early
time bins that steadily decline after. The rate of this decline
depends largely on the risk aversion selected.

Stock ID
Currency

Order Size
Order Side
Start Time

Risk Aversion

4 Underlying Math
Trading strategy models typically construct an optimization curve that balances the cost of the

premium paid for trading aggressively versus the risk of disadvantageous price shifts when trading
patiently. Although calculations are almost always done for multiple stocks in practice, the following
math describes the single-stock case for the sake of clarity.

The premiums for trading can be fairly reliably predicted based on historical bid-ask spread data.
This predictability gives the name expected cost, denoted E[cost].

The other essential aspect of a trading strategy optimization curve is risk. Since stock prices over
short periods can be accurately portrayed by a “random walk,” we use the variance of cost, given by
Var[cost], as one component of our risk measure. The variance term is then modified by the user’s
selected risk aversion, represented by λ. Though risk aversion is only explicitly selected while using
the Implementation Shortfall strategy, it is implicitly user-defined in the other three options through
either the end-time or target participation inputs.



With these three components, the simplest form of the equation TCM seeks to minimize can be
written as,

(Eq. 1 - Simplest Form) E[cost] + λV[cost]

To make this more concrete, we add notation for the fact that the expected cost and variance of
cost depend on the execution strategy adopted. Calling this schedule S, we now have E[costS] and
V[costS] for the expected and variance costs of trading according to a given schedule. This allows us
to write a simple form of total cost of a schedule as

(Eq. 2 - Simplest Form Accounting For Schedule) CS = E[costS] + λV[costS]

The variance of cost is determined by the volatility σ of the stock, the amount xi of the stock
held at the given increment i, an average increment of time during trading τ and the total number
of increments I over which it is traded. Broken into its component parts, the variance of cost from
trading according to a given schedule is

(Eq. 3 - Variance of Cost) V[costS] = σ2
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Similarly, the expected cost can be broken into the effects of temporary price impact and per-
manent price impact. Temporay impact involves a fixed cost ε and a premium invoked by trading
a number of shares per unit time n

τ
at a rate faster than market demand. A temporary coefficient η

controls the amplitude of the effect. This yields a temporary impact of

(Eq. 4 - Temporary Impact) ε+ η
n

τ

simply a linear function shifted up. This impact is contained within a single time increment and
does not carry over to the next.

The permanent impact is of a similar format, depending on the rate of transactions modified by its
own coefficient γ. Since there is no premium associated with permanent impact, it can be written as

(Eq. 5 - Permanent Impact) γ
n

τ

Since most schedules trade at varying rates, we need a term for the amount traded during a given
increment, for which we will use ni, with the total number of shares to be executed during the trading
horizon given by N . Now, we can define the total expected cost of a given schedule as

(Eq. 6 - Total Expected Cost) E[costS] =
1
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By expanding Equation 2 using the results from Equation 3 and Equation 5, we obtain a relatively
detailed total cost calculation of

(Eq. 7 - Detailed Total Cost) CS = V[costS] = σ2
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